We consider certain Massey products in the cohomology of a Galois extension of fields with coe‰cients in p-power roots of unity. We prove formulas for these products both in general and in the special case that the Galois extension in question is the maximal extension of a number field unramified outside a set of primes S including those above p and any archimedean places. We then consider those Z p -Kummer extensions L y of the maximal p-cyclotomic extension K y of a number field K that are unramified outside S. We show that Massey products describe the structure of a certain ''decomposition-free'' quotient of a graded piece of the maximal unramified abelian pro-p extension of L y in which all primes above those in S split completely, with the grading arising from the augmentation filtration on the group ring of the Galois group of L y =K y . We explicitly describe examples of the maximal unramified abelian pro-p extensions of unramified outside p Kummer extensions of the cyclotomic field of all p-power roots of unity, for irregular primes p.
1. Introduction 1.1. Iwasawa modules over Kummer extensions. Classical Iwasawa theory takes place over the cyclotomic Z p -extension K y of a number field K, for a prime p. One considers finitely generated modules for the Iwasawa algebra L ¼ Z p ½½GalðK y =KÞ, known as Iwasawa modules. This paper is concerned with Iwasawa theory over a Z p -extension L y of K y that is Galois over K. The pro-p group G ¼ GalðL y =KÞ is in general nonabelian, being isomorphic to a semi-direct product of two copies of Z p : its normal subgroup G ¼ GalðL y =K y Þ and any lift of its quotient G ¼ GalðK y =KÞ. Whereas L is isomorphic to a power series ring in one variable over Z p , the Iwasawa algebra Z p ½½G is isomorphic to a ring of Z p -power series in two variables that do not commute if G is nonabelian. The structure theory of finitely generated Z p ½½G-modules is therefore considerably more complicated than in the classical case (see [V2] for a study).
Our idea is a simple one. Given a finitely generated Z p ½½G-module M, it is possible to create an infinite sequence of L-modules, each a quotient of the last, as follows. Let I G denote the augmentation ideal in Z p ½½G, and consider the quotients
for k f 0. The graded object
is a module over the graded ring gr G Z p ½½G. In particular, each gr k G M is a finitely generated L G gr 0 G Z p ½½G-module. Since
the action of its first graded piece provides a surjection gr k G M n Z p G ! ! gr kþ1 G M of L-modules. (Note that G is isomorphic as a L-module to a twist of Z p by a possibly nonintegral power of the cyclotomic character.) Of course, a good deal of information on M can be lost in the passage to the graded module, but much is retained. For instance, we can detect the torsionness of M as a Z p ½½G-module from the finiteness of the gr k G M for large k. Now, one of the most typical Iwasawa modules to consider is the Galois group Z K of the maximal unramified abelian pro-p extension of K y . The action of G on Z K is given by lifting and conjugating. By class field theory, Z K can also be thought of as the inverse limit of p-parts of class groups of intermediate subfields of K, and the action is induced by the usual action of G on ideals. By a standard result of Iwasawa, Z K is a finitely generated, torsion L-module.
We wish to consider Z L , the Galois group of the maximal unramified abelian pro-p extension of L y , and its relation to Z K . Let us assume that L y =K is unramified outside a finite set of primes of K. We remark that Z L =I G Z L is closely related to Z K , mapping to it with kernel and cokernel finitely generated over Z p . As a consequence, Z L is finitely generated over Z p ½½G. Assume now that K y contains all p-power roots of 1. We show in this paper that the higher graded quotients gr k G Z L for positive k relate to quotients of Z K by the image of certain operations in Galois cohomology called Massey products. To be precise in our description, we must replace Z K and Z L with closely related Iwasawa modules.
We may consider the quotient of Z K that is the Galois group A K of the maximal unramified abelian pro-p extension of K y in which all primes above those in p split completely. We also have the analogously defined Galois group A L over L y . Again by class field theory, the modules A K and A L are isomorphic to the inverse limits of p-parts of the quotients of class groups by the classes of primes above p in the intermediate subfields of K y and L y , respectively. It is the higher graded quotients of A L that relate to Massey products, as we shall describe below. We now state our main result (Theorem 6.3), with a strong extra restriction for simplicity of presentation.
Theorem A. Assume that there is a unique prime above p in L y and that L y =K y is unramified outside of it. For each k f 1, there is a canonical isomorphism of L-modules,
where P ðkÞ L=K is a group of inverse limits of ðk þ 1Þ-fold Massey products with k-copies of a Kummer generator of L y .
Some applications of this result are given in Section 7 in the case that K ¼ Qðm p Þ with p odd. When L y is defined by a sequence of cyclotomic p-units in K y ¼ Qðm p y Þ, we show that gr 1 G A L may be either zero or nonzero by providing examples of both instances when p ¼ 37 (Propositions 7.3 and 7.4) . For such L y , we conjecture that A L is finitely generated as a Z p ½½G-module (Conjecture 7.6). When L y is a CM-field, however, we show that A L is not always finitely generated over Z p ½½G (Proposition 7.5). We have good reason to believe that the Massey products of cyclotomic p-units will provide highly interesting arithmetic objects with an interpretation in terms of p-adic L-functions of modular forms, but we leave that for future endeavors.
1.2. Construction of Massey products. In order to describe the Massey products of interest, it is easiest if we begin by working in a general context. For further technical details on the constructions we give in this subsection, see Sections 2-4. Let H be a group, and let N f 1. Massey products are products of two or more elements of H 1 ðH; Z=NZÞ that take values in a quotient of H 2 ðH; Z=NZÞ.
The simplest form of Massey product is the cup product. Let w 1 , w 2 be two characters in H 1 ðH; Z=NZÞ. Recall that the cup product w 1 W w 2 A H 2 ðH; Z=NZÞ is represented by the two-cocycle n : ðh 1 ; h 2 Þ 7 ! w 1 ðh 1 Þw 2 ðh 2 Þ for h 1 ; h 2 A H. The cup product provides the obstruction to the existence of a homomorphism r : H ! GL 3 ðZ=NZÞ with
for some function k : H ! Z=NZ. Put precisely, the two-coboundary of k is Àn, so the existence of r is equivalent to n being a coboundary. Note that there is some ambiguity in the choice of k, when it exists, being well-defined only up to a character in H 1 ðH; Z=NZÞ.
In general, we can define Massey products recursively. Let w 1 ; w 2 ; . . . ; w q be characters in H 1 ðH; Z=NZÞ. Suppose we have a map r : H ! GL qþ1 ðZ=NZÞ into the group of unipotent upper-triangular matrices T qþ1 , with
and such that ''modulo the upper right-hand corner,'' r is a homomorphism. That is to say, letting Z qþ1 denote the subgroup of T qþ1 consisting of matrices with zeros everywhere o¤ of the diagonal except the upper right-hand corner, we require that the composition r of r with the surjection T qþ1 ! T qþ1 =Z qþ1 is a homomorphism. Then n : ðh; h 0 Þ 7 ! w 1 ðhÞk 2; qþ1 ðh 0 Þ þ k 1; 3 ðhÞk 3; qþ1 ðh 0 Þ þ Á Á Á þ k 1; q ðhÞw q ðh 0 Þ; ð1:2Þ is a 2-cocycle. If r is a homomorphism, then n is the negative of the coboundary of k 1; qþ1 . Conversely, if n has trivial class, then there exists a lift of r to a homomorphism to T qþ1 .
Ideally, the cohomology class of the 2-cocycle n of (1.2) would represent the cohomology class of the q-fold Massey product of the w 1 ; . . . ; w q . However, the ambiguity in the choice of the k i; j defining r means that this class is not well-defined. For instance, in the case that q ¼ 3, we could modify k 1; 3 by a cocycle c 1; 3 , and this will modify n by the 2-cocycle representing c 1; 3 W w 3 . Similarly, changing k 2; 4 by a cocycle modifies n by the cup product of w 1 with a cocycle. The Massey triple product is therefore taken to be the class of n in the quotient
A similar story holds for higher-fold Massey products. In general, the choice of the maps defining r (the k i; j with 1 e i < j À 1 e q and ði; jÞ 3 ð1; q þ 1Þ) is called a defining system of the Massey product of w 1 ; . . . ; w q . The indeterminacy in the Massey product arises from the choice of defining system.
In this paper, we specialize to the case of q-fold Massey products in which all the w i are equal, except possibly w q . Let N ¼ p m for some m f 1. Assume that we are given a fixed surjective homomorphism w : H ! Z=p n Z for some n with q e p nÀmþ1 , and let w i be the reduction of w modulo p m for i e q À 1. Consider the subgroup C qþ1 of T qþ1 consisting of unipotent matrices with zeros outside the rightmost column. Our assumptions imply that there exist canonical choices of the maps k i; j for j e q such that r composed with T qþ1 ! T qþ1 =C qþ1 is a homomorphism with cyclic image. In fact, we take k i; j ðhÞ 1w wðhÞ j À i mod p m for h A H, wherew w : H ! Z is the lift of w with image in ½0; p n Þ. Allowing only these canonical maps in our defining systems, the ambiguity in the definition of the Massey product of w 1 ; . . . ; w q is reduced to the choice of the k i; qþ1 with 2 e i e q À 1.
We now pass to the setting of Galois cohomology so that we may interpret our cohomology groups as groups of field elements (modulo powers) via Kummer theory. Suppose that H is the Galois group of some Galois extension of fields W=F , with F of prime-to-p characteristic containing the p n th roots of unity m p n . Then w factors through the Galois group Q of a Kummer extension E=F of degree p n . The group C qþ1 is isomorphic to ðZ=p m ZÞ½Q=I q Q as a ðZ=p m ZÞ½Q-module via conjugation by a lift to T qþ1 of the image of Q in T qþ1 =C qþ1 . We identify m p n with Z=p n Z by a choice of primitive p n th root of unity z n . The Kummer dual HomðC qþ1 ; m p n Þ of C qþ1 is then isomorphic to a submodule of ðZ=p m ZÞ½Q. Its generators as a group, labelled D ðiÞ for nonnegative i e q À 1, satisfy ðs À 1ÞD ðiÞ ¼ D ðiÀ1Þ ; with D ð0Þ the norm element and s the generator of Q which w takes to 1. These ''derivative operators'' are studied in Section 3.
Note that w (resp., w q ) corresponds to some a A F Â À F Âp (resp., b A F Â ) that becomes a p n th power (resp., p m th power) in W by Kummer theory. By the same principle, if we can realize b as a norm of an element y A E Â , then the D ðiÞ y with i e q À 1 can be used to define the maps k qÀi; qþ1 , so long as D ðiÞ y A W Âp m for i e q À 2. We refer to a defining system so obtained as a proper defining system and the resulting 2-cocycle as the ''q-fold Massey product of a with b.'' It is not hard to see that if D ðqÀ1Þ y A W Âp m , then r is a homomorphism, so the class of the 2-cocycle n of (1.2) that defines the Massey product is trivial. In general, D ðqÀ1Þ y determines n through a particular transgression map (Theorem 4.3). Section 2 provides the tools needed to derive this, giving a cohomological discussion of embedding problems in a rather general context, comparing nonabelian cohomology and the sequence of base terms of the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence. The indeterminacy in the q-fold Massey product of a with b is given by the group of ðq À 1Þ-fold Massey products of a with c A F Â X W Âp m .
1.3. Massey products in number theory. We return to our earlier setting, beginning with a number field K that we now assume to contain the p n th roots of unity. Let S be a set of primes of K containing all primes above p and any real places. We consider Massey products for the maximal unramified outside S extension W of K, using the construction of the previous subsection. Theorem A arises by taking inverse limits (increasing n) from a statement at the finite level, which in turn arises from a formula for the relevant Massey products. This is the subject of Sections 5 and 6.
We quickly introduce the relevant notation. Similarly to the previous subsection, let a A K Â X W Âp n with a B K Âp , let b A K Â X W Âp m , let L be the field given by adjoining a p n th root a of a to K, and let s be a generator of L such that a sÀ1 ¼ z n . We use P ðkÀ1Þ m; L=K to denote the group of cohomology classes of all k-fold Massey products of a with some c A K Â X W Âp m and set P ð0Þ m; L=K ¼ 0. The class of the ðk þ 1Þ-fold Massey product of a with b is determined up to an element of P ðkÀ1Þ m; L=K when it admits a proper defining system. We denote the class of the resulting Massey product modulo P Kummer theory provides a natural injection
where A K; S denotes the p-part of the S-class group of K. The classes of proper defining systems actually lie in the quotient of A K; S =p m by the image of P ðkÀ1Þ m; L=K in this group (recalling our rigidification of m p n ). We prove a formula (Theorem 5.4) for the Massey products which essentially states the following. If ða; bÞ ðkÞ p m ; K; S is defined, any proper defining system is given by the image modulo p m of the ideal class of the norm of a fractional ideal a in the ring of S-integers of K such that a ðsÀ1Þ k is (nearly) principal and has a generator of norm b À1 . This formula is a generalization of [McS] , Theorem 2.4. We use it to prove an analogue of our main result at the level of K (Proposition 5.5).
Passing up the cyclotomic tower, we can define Massey products at the level of K y . Fix a generator of the Tate module of m p y so that we may identify it with Z p . Write K n ¼ Kðm p n Þ for each n f 1 (we no longer fix n or assume m p n H K). Assume, for simplicity of presentation, that L y is defined by a sequence a ¼ ða n Þ with a n A K Â n X W Âp n ; a n B K Âp n ; and a nþ1 a À1 n A K Âp n nþ1 :
Let r be such that k < p r ðp À 1Þ. Given a sequence b of p-units b n A K Â n for which the images in K n =K Âp nÀr n are norm compatible and the ðk þ 1Þ-fold Massey products ða n ; b n Þ ðkÞ p nÀr ; K n ; S admit proper defining systems, we may consider the inverse limit of these products. This defines an element ða; bÞ ðkÞ K; S of A K , the ðk þ 1Þ-fold Massey product of a with b. We let P ðkÞ L=K denote the submodule generated by all such inverse limits, varying b. Theorem A (and more generally, Theorem 6.3) then follows from its analogue at the finite level. which served as the inspiration for this paper, Dick Hain for introducing Massey products to me, Barry Mazur for his encouragement and advice, and Mike Hopkins for an important observation. Section 2 is a condensed version of the first chapter of my 1999 Ph.D. thesis [Sh1] , and I thank Spencer Bloch for advising me on this. This research was undertaken, in part, thanks to funding from an NSF Postdoctoral Research Fellowship, Harvard University, the Max Planck Institute for Mathematics, and the Canada Research Chairs Program.
Galois embedding problems
In this section, we study homomorphisms of the absolute Galois group of a field to a finite group H and their lifts to a larger finite group G with H as a quotient. That is, we study Galois embedding problems. Our point of view di¤ers from those which we have been able to find in the literature (see, for instance, [ILF] , [Ko] , [NSW] ), so we hope that this section will serve as a useful reference. The proofs are for the most part straightforward and left to the reader.
We use the following notational conventions. For a field K, we let G K denote the Galois group of the separable closure of K over itself. For a Galois extension L=K, we let G L=K ¼ GalðL=KÞ. Now fix a field K. We consider an exact sequence of finite groups of the form
where A is abelian and view these groups as trivial G K -modules. We obtain a sequence of sets 0 ! HomðG K ; AÞ ! i :
which is exact in the sense that those elements in the image of one map are exactly those taken to the trivial homomorphism by the next. Passing to nonabelian cohomology (e.g., [Se] ), we have
As A is not necessarily central in G, we cannot quite extend the sequence (2.2) to H 2 ðG K ; AÞ. Instead, given a homomorphism r A HomðG K ; HÞ we can twist A by r so that the action of s A G K on a A A is now given by
where f is any continuous function lifting r to G. We denote this new module structure by A r . We then obtain an element DðrÞ A H 2 ðG K ; A r Þ by lifting r to some f as above and defining the desired 2-cocycle by
The image of a in cohomology is DðrÞ, and this class does not change for homomorphisms cohomologous to r. In particular, r (resp., its class ½r) will be in the image of f : (resp., f Ã ) if and only if DðrÞ is trivial.
Remark. The class DðrÞ is the obstruction to lifting r in a very real sense. If DðrÞ ¼ 0, then a is a coboundary, so we can choose k : G K ! A with dk ¼ Àa. Then, as one can easily check, k Á f is a homomorphism lifting r.
We can give a description of DðrÞ in terms of group extensions. Consider the fiber product
which is the pullback in the following diagram:
Lemma 2.1. The class of ðyÞ in H 2 ðG K ; A r Þ is DðrÞ.
Let L denote the fixed field of the kernel of r. Clearly, we can also take the pullback
The group extension ðyyÞ yields a class dðrÞ A H 2 ðG L=K ; A r Þ. However, this class is not necessarily invariant under conjugation of r. Hence we do not define d on the class ½r. In particular, we have by Lemma 2.1 that
where Inf denotes the inflation from G L=K to G K .
Next, we would like a suitable definition of the transgression map in the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence in terms of group extensions. This description can obviously be made in the general setting of a profinite group P, an open normal subgroup N, and a discrete P-module M upon which N acts trivially, but we restrict to the case of interest (P ¼ G K , and so forth) in this discussion. So, consider the transgression map
This map can be described as follows (e.g., [NSW] , Proposition 1.6.5). For a homomorphism f A H 1 ðG L ; A r Þ G L=K , extend f to a continuous map h : G K ! A r satisfying hðstÞ ¼ shðtÞ þ hðsÞ and hðtsÞ ¼ hðtÞ þ hðsÞ ð2:3Þ for all t A G L and s A G K . Then dh induces a well-defined 2-cocycle on G L=K , the class of which is Tra f .
In terms of group extensions, we can express the transgression map as follows. For
This yields the following commutative diagram:
Alternatively, we can describe E as the pushout in the following commutative diagram:
The equivalence class of ( * ) as a group extension in H 2 ðG L=K ; A r Þ is Tra f .
We now link the two points of view discussed above: the study of lifts of Galois representations and nonabelian cohomology, and the study of group extensions and the transgression map. Given r A HomðG K ; GÞ with image r A HomðG K ; HÞ we can define
Proof. Observe the following diagram:
These maps coincide on the images of t A G L because ÀLðrÞðtÞ ¼ rðtÞ. By the universal property of the pushout E, we obtain a map E ! f À1 ðG L=K Þ for which (2.4) commutes. By the Five Lemma, it is an isomorphism. r Lemma 2.4. Right multiplication by r induces a well-defined map from the group of 1-cocycles Z 1 ðG K ; A r Þ to HomðG K ; GÞ (and, in fact, from
where Res denotes restriction from G K to G L . Any lift of r has the form k Á r for some k.
Lemma 2.5. Two lifts r and r 0 of r satisfy LðrÞ ¼ Lðr 0 Þ if and only if r 0 ¼ tr for some t A Z 1 ðG L=K ; A r Þ.
Putting everything together, we have the following ''commutative diagram'' in which certain of the maps, which we denote with dashed arrows, must be taken only on certain elements (which map to or come from r or a lift r of it) and in which exactness holds only in the appropriate sense and where appropriate. We include it merely to summarize what we have discussed above:
In particular, we obtain the following proposition which relates liftings of Galois representations to group extensions.
Proposition 2.6. Let r : G K ! H, and let L denote the fixed field of its kernel. Then r lifts to some r : G K ! G if and only if dðrÞ is in the image of the transgression map. If dðrÞ ¼ Tra x, then r may be chosen so that LðrÞ ¼ x. The choice of r is unique up to left multiplication by a cocycle in Z 1 ðG L=K ; A r Þ. Furthermore, r will be surjective if and only if both r and x are surjective.
Remark. In the case that A is central in G, the module A r is just A with trivial action, and all the maps we defined above pass to cohomology classes. Hence we obtain another ''commutative diagram,'' similar to (2.5), in which all the maps in the top row are defined on all elements:
Remark. The entire discussion already given in this section goes through with G K replaced by G W=K for an algebraic Galois extension W=K.
In the case of W=K, in view of the latter remark, we denote the maps corresponding to D and Inf in (2.5) and (2.6) with a subscript W. On the other hand, we use Tra W to denote
and L W ðrÞ to denote the restriction of LðrÞ to G W .
The following will be useful in Section 4.
Lemma 2.7. Let W be a Galois extension of K containing L, and assume that r lifts to a homomorphism r : G K ! G. The obstruction to lifting the map r W induced by r on G W=K to an element of HomðG W=K ; GÞ is given by the two equal quantities
Proof. That D W ðr W Þ is the obstruction is immediate. By equation (2.5) for G W=K and G K , we have
Kummer theory
We begin this section with an algebraic lemma, which we consider in only slightly more generality than we shall need. Let G be a finite group, and let R be Z=NZ for some N. Let i : R½G ! R½G denote the linear map determined by the inversion map g 7 ! g À1 on G. Given a left ideal J of R½G, we may consider the right ideal J i of R½G. Let J ? denote the left annihilator of J i , which is a left ideal of R½G. 
Proof. First, we remark that
Hence, f is a homomorphism of left R½G-modules as a map into R½G. Since Q ¼ HomðR½G=J; Q=ZÞ is annihilated by J i , the image of f is contained in J ? . Furthermore, we claim that there exists a homomorphism of left R½G-modules, c : J ? ! Q, given by
To see this, we remark that it exists as a map to HomðR½G; Q=ZÞ, and for r ¼ P
which is the coe‰cient of 1 in iðrÞa ¼ 0. 
in which the vertical arrows are isomorphisms. We also have ðJ ? Þ ? ¼ J.
We will be applying Lemma 3.1 in the setting of Kummer theory. Let K be a field of characteristic not equal p containing the group m p n of p n th roots of unity. Let L=K be a Galois extension, denote its Galois group by G, and consider a subgroup F of L Â which is a left Z½G-module. Then the field M obtained by adjoining all p n th roots of elements of F to L is Galois over K. Let
Kummer theory provides a (noncanonical) isomorphism
If F is generated by one element as a module, we may apply Lemma 3.1 with R ¼ Z=p n Z to obtain a second description of this Galois group.
Let us consider the case that G is cyclic of order p n with generator s. Let
for 0 e k e p n À 1. When no confusion about the choice of generator can result, we denote D ðkÞ s simply by D ðkÞ . Letting Z½G act on L Â in the natural way, D ð0Þ acts as N L=K , where N L=K denotes the norm for the extension L=K. We leave the following lemma to the reader to verify.
Lemma 3.2. Let k be a positive integer with k e p n À 1. Then D ðkÞ satisfies ðs À 1ÞD ðkÞ ¼ D ðkÀ1Þ þ ðÀ1Þ k p n k s Àk 1 D ðkÀ1Þ mod p nÀv p ðkÞ Z½G:
for 1 e j e k.
Let I G denote the augmentation ideal of R½G for a given group G and coe‰cient ring R.
Lemma 3.3. Let k and m be nonnegative integers with m þ r k e n (that is, k e p nÀmþ1 À 1),
It is then clearly generated by the element D ðkÞ of order p m , as ðs À 1ÞD ðkÞ ¼ D ðkÀ1Þ in R½G. r It is not hard to pass from Lemma 3.3 to the general case of any k, m, and n, but we shall not require this. On the other hand, in Section 5, we shall require the following lemma that describes which D ðkÞ become trivial in the group rings of quotients of G.
Lemma 3.4. Let k be a nonnegative integer and m and n be positive integers with k e p nÀmþ1 À 1. Let G be a cyclic group of order p n with generator s, and let H be its quotient of order p nÀm . Let f : R½G ! R½H denote the natural map on group rings, for R ¼ Z=p m Z. Then we have unless p ¼ 2, m f 2, a is odd and a f 3, in which case the sum is 0 mod p m . Note that equations (3.2), (3.4), and (3.5) reduce the computation to that of c i; k ðp À 1Þ. Now let us consider the specific case that k ¼ p nÀmþ1 À 1. One checks in a manner similar to that of (3.4) that p ð pÀ1ÞðnÀmÞ c i; p nÀmþ1 À1 ðp À 1Þ 1 0 mod p if i e p nÀm À 2; À1 mod p if i ¼ p nÀm À 1: The result for all k then follows by applying Lemma 3.2. r It would be nice to have a more intuitive proof of Lemma 3.4. In any case, we can derive the following from it.
Lemma 3.5. Let k, s, m, and n be nonnegative integers satisfying 1 e m e n, s e n, and k e p nÀm ðp À 1Þ. Let G be a cyclic group of order p n with generator s, and let H be its quotient of order p nÀs . Let R ¼ Z=p m Z, and let f : R½G ! R½H be the natural map on group rings. Let J be the ideal of R½H generated by fðsÞ p nÀm À 1. Then
Proof. The cases in which s ¼ 0 and s f m are trivial, so we assume that 1 e s < m e n. If k ¼ 0, then again the statement is trivial. Assume that we know the result for k À 1 with k e p nÀm ðp À 1Þ. Then we have that
: Consider the quotient H 0 of G of order p nÀm , and let f 0 denote the map on group rings. Since 
f 0 ðsÞ A f 0 À ðI k G Þ ? Á :
Now, by Lemma 3.4, we have f 0 À ðI k G Þ ? Á ¼ 0, since k e p nÀm ðp À 1Þ. Hence, we must have a ¼ p mÀs b for some b A R. Going back to equation (3.7), we see that
finishing the proof. r
Massey products
We now fix a field K of characteristic not equal to p containing m p n for some n f 1. We also fix a Galois extension W=K. As before, for k f 1, let r k be the largest integer such that p r k e k. Fix k e p n À 1 and m e n À r k , and consider an array of the form
This forms a multiplicative system as on [D] , p. 183, in that there are multiplication maps
Let a A K Â X W Âp n and b A K Â X W Âp m . We will be interested in the ðk þ 1Þ-fold Massey product of k-copies of a with b, denoted ða; bÞ ðkÞ p m ; W=K when defined, which is to say it has a defining system described as follows. A defining system is a set of continuous maps k i; j : G W=K ! C i; j for 1 e i < j e k þ 2 with ði; jÞ 3 ð1; k þ 2Þ, that satisfy (a) k i; iþ1 is the Kummer character associated to a p m th root of a for all positive i e k, (b) k kþ1; kþ2 is the Kummer character associated to a p m th root of b, and (c) for any i and j as above and s 1 ; s 2 A G W=K , we have Therefore, when the Massey product is defined, it is defined only up to a choice of defining system (in fact, modulo some subgroup of H 2 ðG W=K ; m nkþ1 p m Þ). Later, we shall restrict to a subset of all defining systems in order to reduce this ambiguity (and, consequently, the set of Massey products which are considered to be defined).
We may interpret defining systems for Massey products in terms of matrices. Throughout, we fix a choice of primitive p n th root of unity z, which we use to make an identification m p n G Z=p n Z. We shall later show the resulting Massey product to be independent of this choice. We envision the multiplicative system as defining the group of upper triangular unipotent matrices T ðkÞ m in GL kþ2 ðZ=p m ZÞ. Let Z ðkÞ m denote the center of this group (the cyclic subgroup generated by the matrix Z ¼ I þ E 1; kþ2 , where E i; j is the matrix which is zero in all but the ði; jÞth entry, which is 1). generated by Y is cyclic of order p mþr k , generated by the image of X . We remark that G ðkÞ m G N ðkÞ m z H m . Letting G ¼ H nÀr k , which has order p n , we may view H m canonically as a quotient of G for any fixed m with m þ r k e n.
For i with 0 e i e k, we let Y i ¼ I þ E kþ1Ài; kþ2 , so that
where the commutator is of length i þ 1 (using the convention ½X ; Y ¼ XYX À1 Y À1 ). The group N ðkÞ is isomorphic to ðZ=p m ZÞ½G=I kþ1 G as a ðZ=p m ZÞ½G-module, under the isomorphism taking Y to 1. Let a p n ¼ a, and set L ¼ KðaÞ. We assume for simplicity that ½L : K ¼ p n throughout. Let s generate G L=K , and let z be such that sa ¼ za. For any t e n, let z t ¼ z p nÀt . Assume that the norm residue symbol ða; bÞ p n ; K is trivial, which is to say that there exists y A L Â with N L=K y ¼ b. We identify G L=K with G under the map taking s to the image of X A G ðkÞ nÀr k . Let F denote the Z½G-submodule of L Â generated by y. Let M denote the Kummer extension of L given by adjoining the p m th roots of all elements of F. In the notation of Section 3, we have an identification F G ðZ=p m ZÞ½G=J of ðZ=p m ZÞ½G-modules taking the image of y to the image of 1, for some ideal J. Lemma 3.1 then implies that G M=L G J ? (with R ¼ Z=p m Z, under the isomorphism defined by z m ). For j e k, let M j denote the subextension corresponding to the submodule where z t m ¼ lðs sÞ, where l is the Kummer character associated to a p m th root of b.
Proof. We must check that r ðkÞ , defined on G M k =L ands s as in the lemma, extends to a homomorphism on G M k =K to the semidirect product G ðkÞ m . To see this, we begin by noting that Y ðr ðkÞ ðs sÞÀ1Þ j ¼ Y j ð4:3Þ
for each j with 0 e j e k.
We consider an element e of G M k =L as an element of ðZ=p m ZÞ½G=I kþ1 G via the injection in (4.2). Note that the norm element N G A ðZ=p m ZÞ½G satisfies N G 1 p mÀ1 ðs À 1Þ p nÀmþ1 À1 mod I kþ1 G :
Thus, unless e ¼ 0, or k ¼ p nÀmþ1 À 1 and e is a multiple of p mÀ1 ðs À 1Þ p nÀmþ1 À1 , we have that sẽ e 3ẽ e for any lift of e to G M=L G J ? e ðZ=p m ZÞ½G:
Therefore, if k e p nÀmþ1 À 2, thens s p n ¼ 1 and
so (4.3) su‰ces to prove the lemma in this case. Now take k ¼ p nÀmþ1 À 1, and set r ¼ r ðkÞ . We are reduced to checking that rðs s p n Þ ¼ rðs sÞ p n . Ass s p n is an element of G M=L fixed by the action of G L=K , we have seen that rðs s p n Þ is a power of Y p nÀmþ1 À1 . Note also that rðs sÞ p n ¼ Y p mÀ1 t p nÀmþ1 À1 ;
so we need only check that lðs sÞ p mÀ1 ¼ l 0 ðs s p n Þ;
where w 0 denotes the Kummer character associated to a p m th root of c p nÀmþ1 À1 . This follows from the following two facts in the appropriate group rings: Proof. The first statement follows by definition, using the identification given by the choice of z, since the assumption on c kÀ1 implies that M kÀ1 L W. The class of the defining system is ÀD W ðr ðkÞ Þ n z nk m . By Lemma 2.7 (with L ¼ M kÀ1 ), we have
where r denotes the inflation of r ðkÞ to G K . By definition, L W ðrÞ is the negative of the class of rj G W . By the injection in (4.2), this class is equal to ½c k . That this class does not depend upon the choice of lifts s is clear. r
We make the following definitions for m e n À r k . If there exists y A L Â with N L=K y ¼ b and c kÀ1 A W Âp m , then the defining system provided by y as in Proposition 4.2 is called a proper defining system. Let U associated to any proper defining system. (We will show this to be independent of the choice of z in Proposition 4.4. We will also examine its dependence upon n, which we exclude from the notation.) With these definitions, the following theorem, which is the main result of this section, is a direct corollary of Proposition 4.2. where z m ¼ z p nÀm .
We now verify that our definition of the Massey product is independent of the original choice of z. Proof. If we replace z by z j for some j prime to p, then by its definition, s is replaced by s j as well. By Lemma 3.3, both D ðkÞ and D 
m; L=K n m nk p m :
The first statement now follows by Theorem 4.3.
Finally, we remark that replacing a by a j but fixing s amounts to replacing z by z j , hence merely multiplies the Massey product by j k , not a¤ecting the group P ðkÞ m; L=K . r
We now list the relationships between Massey products that result when one of m, n, K, and W is allowed to vary. We leave the proofs to the reader. (a) Fix n 0 e n with m þ r k e n 0 , and let L 0 be the unique subextension of L=K of degree p n 0 . Then the quotient map Q (c) Assume that K 0 is an extension of K contained in W with L X K 0 ¼ K and that b 0 is an element of U Remark. We have assumed that ½L : K ¼ p n . It would be nice to have the case of general degree written up for completeness. We have not done this, as it would have complicated our discussion of Massey products, and it is not needed later in this paper. Note that if ða; bÞ where L i ¼ Kða i Þ, for any i A Z (not just prime to p).
Class groups
We now take K to be a number field, and we let S be a set of primes of K including those above p and all real places. Recall that we assume m p n H K Â . We let G K; S denote the Galois group of the maximal extension W of K unramified outside S, and we denote the Massey products for W=K by ða; bÞ ðkÞ p m ; K; S . Let Cl K; S denote the S-class group of K, i.e., the quotient of the class group of K modulo the classes of all finite primes in S. Equivalently, it is the class group of the ring of S-integers O K; S of K, obtained from the integer ring of K by inverting all finite primes in S. we have a canonical injection Cl K; S =p n Cl K; S ! H 2 ðG K; S ; m p n Þ;
and we denote the image of A in this group by ½A.
Lemma 5.1. Let x A W Â be such that xO W; S is the lift of a fractional ideal A of O K; S . Then Tra W ½x ¼ À½A.
Proof. Let x p n ¼ x. Let g denote a cochain with p n th power equal to f x , i.e., a cochain gðdÞ ¼ xd dÀ1 , choosing a liftd d A G K for each d A G K; S (with1 1 ¼ 1). By definition, we have that
Letting f x denote the p n th Kummer cocycle on G W associated to x, we see that the cocycle defining A is given by
Now fix an extension h : G K ! m p n of f x with hðd dÞ ¼ 1 for all d A G K; S and hðd dtÞ ¼ hðtd dÞ ¼ hðtÞ for t A G K . The coboundary dh defines a cocycle on the quotient G K; S , and the transgression Tra W ½x is given, since h satisfies (2.3), by its class. Since
we have our result. r
For a finite extension F of K, we let H F ; S denote the p-Hilbert S-class field of F , which is the maximal unramified abelian p-extension of F in which all primes of F above those in S split completely. Let A F ; S denote the p-part of Cl F ; S . We have an identification A F ; S G GalðH F ; S =F Þ via class field theory. We begin by recalling the following basic lemma (see [McS] , Lemma 6.1).
Lemma 5.2. Let L=K be a cyclic p-extension unramified outside S. The norm map N L=K : A L; S ! A K; S has image GalðH K; S =L X H K; S Þ and kernel equal to the subgroup of A L; S generated by ðs À 1ÞA L; S and the intersection of A L; S with the subgroup of GalðH L; S =KÞ generated by all decomposition groups of primes in S.
Lemma 5.2 has the following easy corollary.
Corollary 5.3. The map A L; S =ðs À 1ÞA L; S ! A K; S ; induced by N L=K is surjective if L X H K; S ¼ K and injective if there is at most one prime in S that does not split completely in L=K.
As in Section 4, let a A K Â X W Âp n , a p n ¼ a, and L ¼ KðaÞ, and assume ½L : K ¼ p n . Let s A G L=K be such that sa ¼ za for our fixed p n th root of unity z. For i with 0 e i e n, we let L i =K denote the unique subextension of L=K of degree p i . Let I F ; S denote the S-ideal group of a finite extension F of K. 
m; L=K Þ:
Proof. The first statement is a consequence of Lemma 3.5, which can be seen as follows. For each prime ideal q of O K; S , the Z½G L=K -module summand M q of I L; S that is generated by the primes of O L; S lying over q is cyclic, isomorphic to Z½H for some quotient H of G L=K . Consider the projection y q of yO L; S to M q . Since D ðkÀ1Þ y A W Âp m , we have that D ðkÀ1Þ y q 1 0 mod p m M q :
We are now in the setting of Lemma 3.5, with R ¼ Z=p m Z, jHj ¼ p nÀs , and G ¼ G L=K . Identifying R½H with M q =p m M q , we have that the image of y q is contained in f À ðI k G Þ ? Á ? and therefore, we may write
Since q does not ramify in L=K, we have that
The claim then results from taking the product over all q.
As for the second statement, Lemma 3.2 yields that Recalling the first statement of the theorem and the fact that W contains the p-Hilbert class field of L (and without loss of generality, replacing b by a prime-to-p power of itself ), we conclude that there exists w A W Â with
( ð5:1Þ
for c k ¼ D ðkÞ y as before. By Theorem 4.3, we need only make the following computation in cohomology with m p m -coe‰cients:
where the last step follows from (5.1) and Lemma 5.1. r Remark. The case k ¼ 1 and m ¼ n of the above result is [McS] , Theorem 2.4 on cup products, giving an entirely di¤erent proof of that result which, when boiled down to what is needed for that specific case, seems simpler. (Actually, we have restricted to the case that the degree is p n here, but for cup products, the general case follows almost immediately.) Finally, if v is as stated, then the map in Corollary 5.3 is an isomorphism, so the kernel of the map A L; S ! A K; S =p m induced by norm is given by ðp m ; s À 1ÞA L; S . Thus we have injectivity. r
Iwasawa theory
Now let F be a number field, and let K ¼ F ðm p Þ if p is odd and K ¼ F ðm 4 Þ if p ¼ 2.
In this section, we pass to the cyclotomic Z p -extension K y ¼ Kðm p y Þ of K, and we consider a Z p -extension L y of K y unramified outside a finite set of primes of K y . We will consider Massey products in the inverse limits of class groups up the cyclotomic tower.
Fix any set of primes S of K containing those above p and those which ramify in L y =K. Let z ¼ ðz n Þ be a generator of the Tate module, and let K n ¼ Kðm p n Þ for n f 1. There exists a sequence of elements a ¼ ða n Þ nfN for N su‰ciently large and a nondecreasing sequence ðl n Þ nfN with infinite limit and l n e n for all n, such that a n A K Â n X W Âp ln , a n B K Âp n , with a nþ1 a À1 n A K Âp ln nþ1 and such that, setting a p ln n ¼ a n and L n ¼ K n ða n Þ, the field L y is the union of the L n .
Remark. Any prime w in K y lying over a prime other than p which is unramified in a pro-p extension F =E with E containing K y must split completely in F =E, since the completion of K y at w contains the unramified Z p -extension of the completion K w .
Given this remark, we let A K denote the Galois group of the maximal pro-p unramified abelian extension of K y in which all primes above p split completely, and let A L be similarly defined for L y . Class field theory provides canonical isomorphisms A K G lim À A K n ; S G lim À A K n ; S =p m n ;
with inverse limits taken with respect to norm maps, for any nondecreasing sequence m n with infinite limit. Similarly, A L may be viewed as an inverse limit of the A L n ; S (modulo p m n ) via norm maps, even though the extensions may not be Galois.
We remark that restriction induces a homomorphism
Let m n be any (fixed) nondecreasing sequence with infinite limit and satisfying k < p l n Àm n ðp À 1Þ for all (su‰ciently large) n. We define P ðkÞ L=K ¼ lim À P ðkÞ m n ; L n =K n :
That P ðkÞ L=K is well-defined and its definition is independent of the choices of l n and m n follows from the first three parts of Lemma 4.5. It is also independent of the choice of S, as the following lemma will make clear. Define J ðkÞ L=K to be the kernel of ðs À 1Þ k on A L , where s is a topological generator of G. Proof. We begin by verifying that
where we define J n to be J ðkÞ m n ; L n =K n as defined in (5.3). The inverse limit in (6.2) must be interpreted appropriately as sequences of norm compatible elements of the subgroups J n of A L n ; S , since N L t =L n J t need not be contained in J n for t > n.
By definition, the image of J ðkÞ L=K under the natural map to A L n ; S is contained in J n . Conversely, take a sequence a ¼ ða n Þ of norm compatible elements a n A J n þ ðp m n þ I G ÞA L n ; S :
Let t > n, and let f t denote the natural map from the S-class group of an extension of K in L t to that of L t . We have by definition of J t that
Note that if t is such that t f m t þ n, then we have
Therefore, noting that m t has infinite limit, we have
This yields that a ðsÀ1Þ k A I kþ1 G A L , and therefore, that a A J ðkÞ L=K þ I G A L , finishing the verification of (6.2). Now consider the inverse limit of the surjective maps c n : J n = À J n X ðp m n þ I G ÞA L n ; S Á ! P ðkÞ m n ; L n =K n of Proposition 5.5 (for n su‰ciently large). The inverse limit of the c n is also surjective, as the kernels of the c n are finite abelian groups. The map in (6.1) is a surjection as the composition of the isomorphism in (6.2) with lim À c n . r
Let H K and H L denote the fields such that
Let D L=K be the intersection of A L with the subgroup of G H L =K y generated by all decomposition groups of primes of K y . We also define
Lemma 6.2. The restriction map
Proof. The result follows immediately from Lemma 5.2 by taking inverse limits. r
Note that Lemma 6.1 implies that A L=K contains P ðkÞ L=K for all k f 0. We define the decomposition-free quotient of the kth graded piece
for each k f 0. Regarding these quotients, we have the following obvious remark (which follows from Corollary 5.3).
Remark. If at most one prime above p in K y does not split completely in L y , then in fact Q ðkÞ L=K ¼ gr k G A L for all k.
Our main result now describes the decomposition-free quotients in terms of Massey products. Theorem 6.3. For any k f 0, we have a canonical isomorphism of Z p -modules
Proof. Taking the quotient of the surjection
by the surjection in Lemma 6.1 yields a surjection 
given by a n s nk 7 ! a ðsÀ1Þ k . r
This has the following immediate corollary, describing a setting in which we have an exact comparison between the augmentation filtration of A L and the group A K modulo the image of Massey products. Corollary 6.4. Assume that there exists a unique prime v of K y that does not split completely in L y and that v does not split at all in L y . Then there are canonical isomorphisms
the inverse limit being taken with respect to norm maps. This group is easily seen to satisfy U K G lim À O Â K n ; S =O Âp n K n ; S G lim À K Â n =K Âp n n ;
the latter isomorphism following from the fact that no prime splits completely in the cyclotomic Z p -extension of a number field. We write an element of U K as a sequence b ¼ ðb n Þ of elements b n A O Â K n ; S with reduction modulo p n th powers forming a norm compatible sequence.
For k f 1, let
m n ; L n =K n for all n X 0i:
L=K , we define Massey products ða; bÞ ðkÞ p y ; K y n z nÀk ¼ lim À ða n ; b n Þ ðkÞ p mn ; K n ; S n z nÀk
L=K :
One would like to say that P ðkÞ L=K is generated (modulo P 
L=K by Lemma 6.1. Pick a representative of a n , apply ðs À 1Þ k to it, and let y n be a generator. The element b n ¼ N L n =K n y n is determined by a up to the norm of an element of O Â L n ; S . The sequence ðb n Þ therefore yields a norm compatible sequence of elements in lim À U ðkÞ m n ; L n =K n =N L n =K n O Â L n ; S :
By Theorem 5.4, we have that A ðmod P ðkÀ1Þ L=K Þ is the inverse limit of the Massey products ða n ; b n Þ ðkÞ p mn ; K n ; S n z nÀk m n :
We have only to check that the map U ðkÞ L=K G lim À U ðkÞ m n ; L n =K n =O Âp mn K n ; S ! lim À U ðkÞ m n ; L n =K n =ðO Âp mn K n ; S Á N L n =K n O Â L n ; S Þ is surjective, but this follows as U ðkÞ m n ; L n =K n may be replaced by U ðkÞ m n ; L n =K n X O Â K n ; S in the inverse limits and O Â K n ; S =O Âp mn K n ; S is finite. r
We conclude this section with the following statement on which elements of U are trivial under all Massey products with a. Proposition 6.6.
Proof. The group on the right-hand side of (6.3) is contained in U L=K by Theorem 5.4. Assume, on the other hand, that b A U L=K . Fix n f N and choose k large enough so that I kÀ1 G A L n ; S ¼ 0. For any t f n satisfying t À m t f r k , we have that b t A U ðkÞ m t ; L t =K t . Hence, Theorem 5.4 yields that b t ¼ N L=K y t for some
where Y t A I L t ; S and B t A I L tÀm t ; S . Let y n ¼ N L t =L n y t . Then we have
and N L n =K n y n ¼ b n v p n for some v A O Â K n ; S . If t À m t f n as well, then N L t =L n B t A p m t I L n ; S . As in the proof of Lemma 6.1, since m t can be made arbitrarily large and n was arbitrary, we see that y n O L n ; S ¼ C ðsÀ1Þ k for some C A I L n ; S . Since I kÀ1 G A L n ; S is trivial by assumption, some prime to p-power of y n (which we assume without loss of generality to be 1) has the form u Á x sÀ1 for some u A O Â L n ; S and x A L Â n , which tells us that b n ¼ N L n =K n ðuv À1 Þ. r
Remark. Let U L be the group lim À ðO Â L n ; S n Z p Þ of universal norm sequences from L y . There is an obvious norm map
As a consequence of Proposition 6.6, we have
the latter group being easily seen to be equal to the group on the right-hand side of (6.3).
Examples
In this section, we apply the results of Section 6 to the case in which F ¼ Q and K ¼ Qðm p Þ for an odd prime p. Let S be the set consisting of the unique prime ð1 À z 1 Þ above p in K. We take L y to be a Z p -extension of K y ¼ Qðm p y Þ which is Galois over Q and unramified outside p. Let G ¼ G L y =K y and G ¼ G L y =Q . We remark that A K is equal to the Galois group of the maximal pro-p unramified abelian extension of K y .
Let T ¼ Z p Â Z=ðp À 1ÞZ. We view Z as a subgroup of T via the diagonal map. For n f 1, we have a natural surjection T ! Z=p nÀ1 ðp À 1ÞZ which allows us to speak of congruences modulo p nÀ1 ðp À 1Þ between elements of T, and we let t n denote a lift to Z of the image of t A T under this map. For t A T, define Z p ðtÞ ¼ lim À ðZ=p n ZÞðt n Þ:
Let D ¼ GalðK=QÞ, let o denote the Teichmü ller character, and set
oðdÞ Ài d A Z p ½D for i A T. We have the following corollary of Theorem 6.3.
Lemma 7.1. For i A Z and k f 0, there is a canonical isomorphism ofL L-modules:
L=K Þ:
For t A T with t odd (modulo p À 1), define l t; n ¼ Q p n À1 i¼1 ði; pÞ¼1 ð1 À z i n Þ i tnÀ1 :
Proof. Note that pjB 32 . By [McS] , Theorem 7.5, the pairing value hl t; 1 ; l 32Àt; 1 i 37; 32 is nonzero unless t E 5; 27 mod 36. (Note that if t 1 5 mod 36, then L y =K y is not totally ramified at 37.) It follows from Proposition 7.2 that A L G A K . Furthermore, the l-invariant of A K ¼ e 5 A K is 1, so A K G Z p ðsÞ for some s 1 5 mod 36.
Note that
where p denotes the class of the unique prime of L y above p. Since L y =K y is totally ramified at p, we have
In particular, we have p A I G Z L . The fact that I G A L ¼ 0 implies that I G Z L is generated by p and that
Since p A Z G L , we conclude that I G Z L ¼ 0 if t E 31 mod 36. r
We now illustrate that A L can have larger p-rank than A K as well.
Proposition 7.4. Let r A T, and assume that e 1Àr A K G Z p ð1 À rÞ and e r A K ¼ e 2rÀ1 A K ¼ 0:
Let L y be the Z p -extension of K y defined by l 2rÀ1 . Then we have e 1Àr ðgr k G A L n Z p G nÀk Þ G Z p ð1 À rÞ if k ¼ 0 or 1, and for k ¼ 2 if 3r 3 2.
Proof. For k ¼ 0, the result is Lemma 6.2.
For k ¼ 1, let 1 À z denote the universal norm for K y =K given by the sequence ð1 À z n Þ. We remark that e 1Àr P ð1Þ L=K is generated as a L-module by hl 2rÀ1 ; 1 À zi p y ; r , since e r A K ¼ 0 implies that e r U K is generated by universal norms arising from cyclotomic units. At the level of K n , we have hl 2rÀ1; n ; 1 À z n i p n ; r ¼ h1 À z n ; l 1Àr; n i p n ; r ; ð7:1Þ from which we conclude that e 1Àr P where H y =K y is the Z p -extension defined by l 1Àr . The extension H y =K y is unramified. Using Lemma 5.2, and defining A H to be the Galois group of the maximal pro-p abelian unramified extension of H y in which all primes above p split completely, we see by Lemma 6.2 that e 1Àr ðA H =I G A H Þ ¼ 0:
Since the right-hand term of (7.1) generates the e 1Àr -eigenspace of P ð1Þ n; H n =K n , where H n =K n is the extension given by a p n th root of l 1Àr; n . Since P ð1Þ H=K ¼ lim À P ð1Þ n; H n =K n ;
Theorem 5.4 implies that e 1Àr P ð1Þ H=K is trivial.
For k ¼ 2, we note that the p-completion of the p-units in K n is topologically generated by z n and those p-units fixed by complex conjugation. But this means only even eigenspaces and the eigenspace of P ð2Þ L=K generated by ðl 2rÀ1 ; zÞ ð2Þ p y ; K y n z nÀ2 can be nontrivial. Galois acts on the latter element by the ð3 À 4rÞth power of the cyclotomic character. On the other hand, this element generates a subgroup of e 1Àr A K G Z p ð1 À rÞ by Lemma 7.1. Since 3 À 4r ¼ 1 À r if and only if 3r ¼ 2 A T, we are done. r
Remark. The condition of l-invariant 1 implicitly assumed in Proposition 7.4 is also known to hold for all nontrivial eigenspaces of A K for p < 12;000;000 [BCE] . It is not expected to hold in general.
Venjakob ([V2] , Section 8) and Coates ([C] , Section 3) asked if Z L is always pseudonull as a Z p ½½G-module (see [V1] , Definition 3.1 for the definition). By Proposition 6.5 of [V2] , the Z p ½½G-module Z L is pseudo-null if and only if it (or, equivalently, A L ) is torsion as a Z p ½½G-module (since Z L is finitely generated as a Z p ½½G-module). This would be a natural extension of a conjecture of Greenberg's (see [G] , Conjecture 3.5) to this noncommutative case. As is demonstrated in a forthcoming paper with Hachimori [HS] , this is not so if we take L y to be a CM-field and the ðÀ1Þ-eigenspace A À K of A K under complex conjugation has Z p -rank at least 2. In fact, a result of considerably greater generality is proven. We give another proof of the above-mentioned result (slightly weakened for simplicity) here.
Proposition 7.5. Let L y be a CM Z p -extension of K y which is Galois over K, unramified outside p, and totally ramified at p. Then A À L is not pseudo-null if the Z p -rank of A À K is at least 2.
Proof. Note that G is fixed under complex conjugation, since L is CM. It is easily checked that rank Z p ½½G A À L ¼ lim k!y rank Z p gr k G A À L :
By Theorem 6.3, this yields rank Z p ½½G A À L ¼ rank Z p A À K À lim k!y rank Z p ðP ðkÞ L=K Þ À ; ð7:2Þ since L=K is totally ramified at p. Now U À K is simply the Tate module of p-power roots of unity, and the Kummer generator a of L y lies in the ðÀ1Þ-eigenspace of the pro-p completion of K Â y . Hence ðP ðkÞ L=K Þ À is generated over Z p by ða; zÞ ðkÞ p y ; K y ; S n Z p z nÀk . By (7.2), we are done. r
